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Abstract
High-performance robot control is one of the most investigated topics in both
research and industry. Being able to compensate for robot dynamics is indeed
one major challenge. Joint friction is commonly the main issue, especially in
sensorless (i.e., no availability of torque/force sensors) compliance-controlled
robots for interaction application purposes. The presented paper aims to propose
a methodology for sensorless Cartesian impedance controlled robots to learn
local friction compensation controllers. Exploiting a 6D virtual sensor to quan-
tify the joint friction effects, a Bayesian optimization (BO)-based algorithm is
proposed to minimize the estimated external interaction in free-motion tasks
(related to friction effects). The BO algorithm enhances the impedance con-
trol performance by tuning the model-based friction compensator parameters.
To validate the proposed approach, experimental tests have been executed on
a Franka EMIKA panda robot, highlighting the suitability of the proposed
6D virtual sensor and BO-based algorithm to minimize the estimated external
interaction for joint friction compensation purposes.

K E Y W O R D S
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Context

High-performance robot control is one of the hot-topics nowadays, both in research and industry.1,2 Especially considering
compliance control,3 increasingly required in many application scenarios (such as in rehabilitation robotics,4 compliant
robot base compensation in industrial assembly tasks,5 safety-critical human-robot collaboration applications,6 physical
human-robot collaboration control,7 etc.), the modeling and compensation of the robot dynamics8 become fundamental to
achieve the target performance.9 In fact, compensation errors affect the control, decreasing its performance, and possibly
resulting in unstable behaviors. Joint friction is one of the most critical effects to be compensated, attracting a lot of
attention from the research community.10-12 In this article, a methodology to automatically tune the local (i.e., in the

Abbreviations: BO, Bayesian optimization; DoFs, degrees of freedom; EKF, extended Kalman filter
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task operating workspace) model-based friction compensator parameters is proposed. Considering compliance controlled
sensorless industrial robots (i.e., no availability of torque/force sensors, as for most of the commercial manipulators), the
here presented approach consists in the derivation of a 6D virtual sensor for the estimation of the external interaction.
This estimate is used to quantify the joint friction effects in free-motion tasks, to be minimized by the proper tuning of
the friction compensator. An optimization algorithm is then employed for this purpose, making it possible to compensate
for the joint friction. In the following, the state of the art related to external interaction estimation and friction modeling
and compensation is analyzed, before discussing the article contribution.

1.2 Related work

1.2.1 External interaction estimation

The research community pays much attention to the achievement of a stable interaction between sensorless robots and
the environment, employing efforts in developing force-sensorless methodologies to estimate the interaction between
the robot and its environment. This research area is strongly connected with the main aim of this article, since the
proper estimation of the established interaction between the robot and its environment is required to design a sta-
ble and high-performance interaction controller for a sensorless robot. Some approaches13 focus on the derivation of
high-accuracy models which are then used to estimate the interaction wrench during task execution. In the literature, to
prevent the use of force sensors, disturbance observers based solutions are developed, where the external wrench applied
to the manipulator is observed exploiting the inverse of the robot model. In Reference 14 a nonlinear disturbance observer
is proposed to estimate the external interaction, allowing for the first time the possibility to consider the intrinsic non-
linearities of systems such as robot manipulators. This method guarantees the stability of the disturbance observer by
properly tuning its design parameters while taking into account the physical parameters and constraints (e.g., maximum
joint velocities) of the robot. A more general approach is developed in Reference 15 where a disturbance state observer
is coupled with machine learning techniques, which are implemented to identify a task-oriented dynamic model. The
use of learning-based approach prevents the modeling of the robot dynamics terms (such as joints’ friction or Corio-
lis effects). To eliminate modeling errors, in Reference 16 a parametric dynamics robot model coupled with machine
learning techniques is designed. In this work a two-layer modeling is implemented with the combination of rigid-body
dynamics and a compensator trained with multilayer perception, ensuring a better model accuracy than each of the two
models taken individually. To perform the interaction force estimation, such a modeled dynamics is then exploited in a
disturbance Kalman filter based on a time-invariant composite robot model, providing robust estimation against uncer-
tainty. In order to avoid the use of acceleration measurements and the computation of the inverse of the robot mass
matrix that amplifies measurements noise, in Reference 17 a sensorless admittance control scheme is proposed exploit-
ing a generalized momentum-based disturbance observer to model a linear environment dynamics. A radial basis neural
networks approach (RBNN) is used to compensate model uncertainties and also, in order to properly manage the con-
trol inputs, actuation saturation is considered. Some state of the art works structure the identification as an optimization
problem. A different methodology that shows a deep connection with the generalized momentum-based approach, high-
lighted by simulation and experimental results, is developed in Reference 18 where the filtered dynamic equations are
combined with a recursive least-square estimation algorithm to provide a smooth external force estimation. Friction
models, such as Coulomb friction, show uncertainties connected with the joint velocity, especially when velocities are
close to zero. Solving in real-time a convex optimization problem, the method proposed in Reference 19 estimates the
reaction force taking into account the aforementioned Coulomb friction uncertainties. Different types of virtual sensors
based on high-performance dynamic model calibration have been proposed. A task-oriented calibrated robot dynamic
model, which includes also the thermal state of the robot manipulator, is designed in Reference 20. The proposed dynamic
model is calibrated by means of a two-stage optimization which provides suitable paths later combined in exciting tra-
jectories. The estimation of the external force is obtained, using the residual method, as difference between the modeled
and measured torques. In other works Artificial Intelligence has been deployed to map the interaction between the robot
and the environment. The designed controller is then based on the learned dynamics. Considering the scenario of work-
ing with soft tissue, in Reference 21 the interaction is modeled as a visco-elastic system and the design of the force
observer used to estimate the interaction force is based on Lyapunov time-varying equation. The force estimation is then
used to develop a robot position controller. Considering a bilateral tele-operation system, in order to estimate the inter-
action forces between the slave manipulator and the environment, in Reference 22 an online sparse Gaussian process
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regression (OSGPR) approach is proposed. The described work does not need any previous knowledge of the slave
manipulator dynamic model and it avoids the use of the inverse of Jacobian transpose, but the generalized model is
obtained through offline training with previously acquired dataset. The interaction force is obtained in real-time by
means of the design estimator. Other external sensors can be used instead of force ones to acquire more data useful
to assess the interaction force. In Reference 23 exteroceptive sensing (i.e., a depth camera) is used for the detection
of contacts while the residual method is deployed to evaluate the external joint torques. This approach provides a
reliable estimation of the exchanged force at the contact point even in the scenario of multiple contact points. Opti-
cal coherence tomography images are classified with a neural network in Reference 24. The network is trained on
images from a finite element method simulation of the deformed sclera, while a Bayesian filter is used to parameterize
the model. In Reference 25 convolutional neural networks and long-short term memory networks are used to pro-
cess the spatio-temporal information included in video sequences and the temporal structure of tool data to assess the
interaction force.

1.2.2 Friction modeling and compensation

Friction is the natural resistance to the relative motion between two contacting bodies and it is a detrimental fac-
tor that can result in steady-state error in position/force tracking, oscillations, and even cause instability of the
controlled systems.26-28 The experimental observations lead to the definition of several friction models, which can
be divided into static and dynamic models. The former include models such as Coulomb, viscous, and Stribeck
ones; while examples of the latter are Dahl, LuGre, and generalized Maxwell-Slip models, which are difficult to
completely and accurately define due to the presence of unknown or immeasurable parameters.29 More complete
models include the effects of the temperature, which can increase while the manipulator performs repetitive tasks
and external load. Two examples are proposed in References 30 and 31. The former proposed a third-order poly-
nomial friction model improved considering a linear dependency between the friction parameters and temperature.
Two relationships between temperature and coefficients are identified, using four or six parameters which relate
the temperature after a cycle of operations with respect to the temperature of the environment. The fitting of the
parameters is performed with an offline optimization using data obtained from the experimental campaign. The
latter, in addition to temperature, introduced the effects of the external load. These effects are considered in the
parameters of both the LuGre and generalized Maxwell-Slip models. Also in this case the estimation is performed
offline.

In robotics, different approaches to cope with this phenomenon are proposed, mainly based on the design of con-
trol action capable of suppressing this effect. Different approaches are provided by researchers which can require the
knowledge of the friction model parameters or their online/offline estimation. One of the difficulties related to the fric-
tion parameters estimation is the fact that reliable models can not be expressed as a linear formulation of its parameters,
as mentioned in Reference 32. In this work, the set of all admissible parameters for the LuGre friction model, which are
consistent with the available data, is identified offline using the Set Inversion Via Internal Analysis (SIVIA) algorithm.
The proposed algorithm solves recursively the set inversion problems using bounded-error estimation (BEE) approach
providing the image of the set of the collected data, combined with their uncertainties, computed from the LuGre fric-
tion model. The identification is divided in three steps: first the static parameters are identified from the experimental
data, then the BEE approach is used to identify the parameters in the pre-sliding regime, in the end, the parameters are
obtained in case of the sliding regime. As pointed out by the authors, this solution is time-consuming in case of a large
number of parameters and differential equations are involved. In Reference 33 the need for an accurate friction model
for electromagnetic friction brakes in guidance elements is discussed. In this work, a test campaign is conducted with a
universal test machine (UTM) obtaining data in two different scenarios. In the first case, low velocity and macro scale
slip are considered while the UTM is controlled in position; in the second scenario, pre-sliding regime and micro-scale
slip are assumed. In order to compare the model with the experimental data, two features are extracted, one for each of
the aforementioned scenarios. The first is the work done by the machine, while the second is the maximum displacement
before sliding occurs. The six parameters of LuGre friction model and a dynamic variable of the system are determined
using Bayesian Inference using Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) as posterior likelihood in the Bayes’ formula. This
solution is able to estimate the parameters, but it requires both experimental campaign and simulations to be performed.
The authors of Reference 34 suggest that the identification of friction parameters, in the case of dynamic friction model, is
too difficult for the conventional optimization techniques, therefore, in their work, an estimation based on particle swarm
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optimization (PSO) is presented. The proposed algorithm divides the identification of the parameters in two steps: first the
static parameters are identified and then the dynamic ones are identified. In each of these two steps, the PSO is employed
to minimize the identification errors, which are used as fitness functions. The algorithm is tested on a servo mechanism
and compared with a traditional PID controller in two scenarios: low-velocity and sinusoidal. A genetic algorithm (GA)
has been used in Reference 35 in order to improve the precision positioning of a PZT actuating mechanism. In this work,
the dynamic parameters of the LuGre models are identified using the GA, while a simple unconstrained optimization is
used for the identification of the static ones. The parameters are identified offline using force-velocity map of the actuating
mechanism. The estimated friction is used in a sliding mode control which is employed to obtain a nonlinear controller
able to compensate the high static friction and the nonlinear time-varying behavior of the PZT actuator which can not
be tracked by the LuGre model dynamics alone. Uncertainties in the friction parameters estimation are accounted in the
sliding surface dynamics, while guaranteeing stability. The algorithm is tested for a precision table positioning obtaining
a steady-state error of 0.7𝜇m and it is compared with a PID controller which included the estimated friction, but without
uncertainties.

The research mentioned up to now is based on offline estimation, but other solutions are developed to perform online
estimation. In Reference 36 an online estimation of friction is performed in an industrial cable robot. A parametric fric-
tion model, which includes Coulomb, static, viscous, and Stribeck effects, is updated by means of recursive least squares
algorithm. The estimation is added in an adaptive control that is based on a back-stepping scheme that uses the tracking
error and its dynamics. The proposed controller is simulated using a planar cable robot and the improvements obtained
using the online estimation of the friction parameters are shown. A solution based on the disturbance observer is imple-
mented in Reference 37, but in this case two different disturbance observers are employed to compensate for the friction
in a double integrator system. One of the observers uses a locally-linearized LuGre model and time-varying observer
gains; while the other is a type-1 observer and it is used only as a feedforward estimation of the friction component. These
observers are tested in the case of position control of a simple mass, but the stability of the algorithm is not demonstrated.
The solution proposed in this scheme is able to both estimate and compensate the friction, using a dynamic friction
model. A solution involving a dynamic friction model is also proposed in Reference 38. However in this case the model
is designed to be continuously differentiable and not piece-wise continuous like the standard LuGre model. The Stribeck
component in the friction dynamics is modified in order to delete the sign function, while still being able to accurately
track the experimental data. A projection mapping operator is employed to learn the model parameters and estimate
the friction, while a state observer with projection modifications is employed to identify the unknown and immeasur-
able state of the dynamic friction. Such estimation is used in an adaptive back-stepping controller in a hydraulic rotary
actuator to improve tracking accuracy. The authors compared their solution with an adaptive controller without friction
compensation, a feedback linearization controller, and a PI controller with velocity feedforward, showing its effectiveness
in case of normal and slow motion. The case of friction compensation in a 2 degrees of freedom (DoFs) robot manipu-
lator is presented in Reference 39. In this case, a filter was used to identify the unknown friction force. The generalized
Maxwell Slip model is chosen and its parameters are obtained using an online least square estimation. However, in order
to make the estimation feasible, the authors provided two approximations on the GMS model: the model is linearized
around a nominal value of its parameters and the switching function is considered constant. The estimated friction is inte-
grated in the robot dynamic and a simple PD controller is designed for trajectory tracking. In Reference 40 an extended
Kalman-Bucy filter is designed in order to estimate and thus compensate the friction torque in the case of position track-
ing experiments. In this case the proposed solution is non-model-based and the friction action is treated as an extended
state in the filter state. Therefore the filter estimation is added in the control action together with a PID component to
perform the compensation. The proposed algorithm is compared with model-based approaches involving various friction
models.

Learning techniques, such as Iterative Learning Control or Reinforcement Learning, are used in order to understand
and compensate the friction effects in case of repetitive tasks. Acknowledging the difficulties related to the identification
of an exact parametric model of the friction, in Reference 41 a radial basis function (RBF) based artificial neural network
(ANN) is used to approximated the friction. This estimation is then used in a combined direct/indirect adaptive con-
troller which uses both the tracking and prediction errors for parameter adaptation. In this case, the force components
are directly estimated and there is no need for a friction model, however, experimental data are necessary to properly
train the network. The authors suggest that even a limited number of basis functions is enough for an accurate compen-
sation even in case of low-velocity motion. The solution is tested in case of trajectory tracking for a SCARA robot. Another
example of the use of Artificial Intelligence, and in particular of reinforcement learning (RL), is provided in Reference
42. In this work, the limitation of standard control strategies when dealing with the friction phenomenon is highlighted.
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The presented solution consists in a control scheme made of a fixed gain controller and an action generating neural
network; the latter uses an adaptive learning signal as reinforcement signal. This scheme estimates directly the friction
force components without any friction model definition. The stability and the convergence of this method are proven
and the control scheme is tested in the case of a mass positioning. In the context of industrial automation and repeti-
tive tasks, the authors of Reference 43 proposed a PD-type iterative learning control (ILC) scheme with the purpose of
increasing the tracking performances of robot manipulators. This scheme is able to identify the unknown Stribeck friction
model after a limited number of iterations. The parameters estimation is updated in both time and iteration domains and
the convergence is proven by the authors. The learned friction is compensated in the control action by simply adding it
to the designed control action. The solution is tested in case of joints trajectory tracking of a 3 DoFs planar manipulator.
In the context of force tracking in assembly tasks, another learning algorithm for friction parameters is proposed in Refer-
ence 44. The proposed algorithm consists of a compliant control that combine RL and ILC. The purpose of this procedure
is to create a friction learning framework that is task-dependent and it can cope with friction variations. To learn the
exponential friction model parameters, the authors defined an error function, appropriate learning gains and direction,
and a reward function. The experiments show the convergence after a limited number of iterations. The simulation is run
iteratively and the estimation of the final parameters is used as starting point in the following iteration. Considering the
RL framework, the authors of Reference 45 discussed the importance of having a reliable inverse dynamic model (IDM)
to obtain a suitable compliant controller. The IDM can be improved considering the friction as a hysteresis function in
the model, thus avoiding to increase the number of kernel and parameters in the RL algorithm. The designed friction
model consists in a simple viscous model improved by a basis of Fourier functions, for both positive and negative veloci-
ties, and it depends on joints positions and a linear term in position. This accurate IDM model is used in an RL algorithm
that includes visual and dynamic feedback together with Dynamic Movement Primitives (DMP) in its cost function. As
highlighted by the authors, the presented IDM model shows high accuracy only in case of separated joints movement.

Table 1 summarizes the comparison between the proposed approach and the above-discussed state of the art solutions.
In particular, the following criteria has been considered for comparison: embedded external wrench estimation, limited
experimental trials to optimize the joint friction compensator, available stability analysis, possibility to modify/update the
employed friction modeling.

T A B L E 1 Proposed approach comparison with the other state of the art solutions analyzed in Section 1.2.2

Reference
External wrench
estimation

Reduced
experimental trials

Controller
stability

Tunable
friction modeling

30 × × × ×

31 ✓ × × ×

32 × × × ×

33 × × × ×

34 × × × ×

35 × × × ×

36 ✓ ✓ × ×

37 ✓ × × ×

38 × × ✓ ×

39 × ✓ × ×

40 ✓ ✓ × ×

41 × × ✓ ✓

42 × × ✓ ✓

43 × × ✓ ✓

44 × × × ✓

45 ✓ × × ×

Proposed approach ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
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1.3 Article contribution

Extending the work in Reference 12 (where a sub-optimal friction compensation has been performed based on Cartesian
position data) and in Reference 2 (where no friction compensation has been performed), a model-based methodology is
presented in this article for local joint friction compensation. Considering sensorless compliance controlled robot (i.e.,
sensorless Cartesian impedance control), a 6D virtual sensor is employed in order to quantify the joint friction effects in
free-motion tasks. In fact, operating the robot in free-space without friction compensation, non-zero estimated interac-
tion forces/torques are obtained, due to the presence of friction torques. The 6D virtual sensor is developed on the basis
of extended Kalman filter (EKF),46 that is, making use of the robot and controller modeling. The estimated interaction
forces/torques signals can be used by an optimization algorithm, with the aim of minimizing such estimation by tuning the
model-based friction compensator (i.e., ideally taking the estimation at zero forces/torques, therefore compensating for
friction effects). To perform such an optimization, Bayesian optimization is considered.47 Such an optimization method-
ology, in fact, is known to be efficient in terms of the number of function evaluations for derivative-free optimization in
comparison with other methods, such as PSO and GAs.48,49

The main novelty of the proposed approach is in a proper combination of the 6D virtual sensor with a BO-based
algorithm. Indeed, the estimated external interaction (to be minimized) in free-motion enhances the tuning of the com-
pensator parameters, making it possible to quantify joint friction effects. By properly setting the target cost function, the
BO is then able to guide the optimization of the control parameters to eliminate joint friction. W.r.t. the previous work
developed by some of the authors in Reference 12, this contribution improves the joint friction parameters tuning pro-
cess by employing an optimization algorithm (i.e., the BO) capable to balance exploration/exploitation. In such a way,
the required number of experiments to tune the compensator parameters is minimized, simultaneously being able to
avoid local minima,47 a huge problem instead shown in Reference 12. In fact, the methodology in Reference 12 is strongly
affected by the definition of the learning gain matrix, that has to be manually tuned (i.e., experimentally, might requiring
a long setup time and without any guarantee to find suitable values). Such an issue is solved with the proposed BO-based
methodology. In addition, the here proposed contribution employs a 6D virtual sensor capable to estimate the residual
friction effects. This is useful to provide a quantitative indication of the performance of the friction compensator, using it
in the optimization process to iteratively update its parameters. W.r.t. the methodology in Reference 12, this is an impor-
tant improvement. In fact,12 only employed Cartesian positions measurements, without any accurate estimation of the
external wrench acting on the robot due to the joint friction effects.

The here proposed approach can be coupled with the one proposed in Reference 2 in order to achieve
high-performance trajectory tracking performance. In fact, the methodology proposed in Reference 2 allows tuning the
inertia parameters of the dynamic modeling for compensation purposes, together with the gains of the trajectory track-
ing controller (i.e., the PID gains) to maximize the control performance. The here proposed approach, instead, allows
for fine-tuning the friction compensation parameters. By combining the two methodologies, it might be possible to
improve the trajectory tracking performance (as highlighted in Reference 2, the achieved performance are affected by the
non-compensated friction effects) while simultaneously tuning the inertia parameters, the control parameters, and the
friction parameters (i.e., dealing with the complete uncertain robot dynamics modeling).

The proposed methodology has been implemented in C++ exploiting the limbo library for BO. As a test platform,
the FRANKA Emika manipulator shown in Figure 1 has been used. Two friction models have been considered for the
compensator: Coulomb-viscous friction model (2 parameters to be tuned) and Stribeck model (5 parameters to be tuned).
Three different robot configurations have been set for the execution of the optimization procedure, in order to evaluate
the friction effects in different operating conditions. High-performance control tuning is reached in less than 50 trials. As
shown in the results, the tuned controller is capable to reduce the estimated external forces/torques in free-motion tasks,
decreasing the joint friction effects. The executed robot motion has been also improved, with the measured Cartesian
positions better following the reference signals. The here proposed methodology has been compared with the one in
Reference 12, showing the improved performance of the proposed approach.

1.4 Article outline

The article is structured as follows: Section 2 describes the implementation of the sensorless Cartesian impedance control,
needed to derive the 6D virtual sensor for external interaction estimation; Section 3 derives the 6D virtual sensor based
on EKF; Section 4 provides the friction modeling and compensation methodology exploiting BO, defining the adopted
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F I G U R E 1 The FRANKA Emika manipulator used as a test platform to evaluate the proposed procedure for control parameter
auto-tuning

cost function; Section 5 shows the achieved results, together with the comparison between the proposed approach and
the one in Reference 12; Section 6 states the conclusions and future work.

2 SENSORLESS CARTESIAN IMPEDANCE CONTROL

2.1 Controller design

The Cartesian impedance controller guarantees a compliant behavior during interaction. Such a controller has to be
implemented to design the proposed EKF. The following manipulator dynamics is considered:3

B(q)q̈ + C(q, q̇) + g(q) + 𝝉 f (q̇) = 𝝉 − J(q)Thext, (1)

where q is the joint position vector, B(q) is the inertia matrix, C(q, q̇) is the Coriolis vector, g(q) is the gravitational vector,
𝝉 f (q̇) is the joint friction vector, J(q) is the Jacobian matrix, and hext = [f,𝝁]T is the external wrench including the force
(f) and the torque (𝝁) vectors, 𝝉 is the joint torque vector. Based on (1), the sensorless Cartesian impedance controller
with dynamic compensation3 is designed, defining the joint torque vector 𝝉 as:

𝝉 = B(q)𝜸 + C(q, q̇) + g(q) + 𝝉 f (q̇), (2)

where 𝜸 is the sensorless Cartesian impedance control law. Translational p̈ and rotational �̈�cd (described by the intrinsic
Euler angles representation) accelerations of the sensorless Cartesian impedance controller 𝜸 can be written as:

p̈ = M−1
t (−D tṗ − Kt Δp) ,

�̈�cd = M−1
r

(
−Dr �̇�cd − Kr 𝝋cd

)
. (3)

These equations describe, respectively, the translational part and the rotational part of the sensorless Cartesian impedance
control. Regarding the translational part, Mt represents the mass matrix, Dt the damping matrix, Kt the stiffness matrix,
the actual Cartesian positions vector and the target position vector are, respectively, p and pd, while Δp = p − pd. Instead,
concerning the rotational part, Mr represents the inertia matrix, Dr and Kr are again the damping matrix and the stiffness
matrix respectively, Rc is the compliant frame at the end effector, Rd is the target frame, and the mutual orientation
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5748 ROVEDA et al.

between these two frames is represented by Rd
c = RT

d Rc, from which the set of Euler angles 𝝋cd is extracted. Considering
the rotational part of the sensorless Cartesian, it is possible to compute the angular accelerations �̇�cd:

�̇�cd = T(𝝋cd)
(
M−1

r
(
−Dr �̇�cd − Kr 𝝋cd

))
+ Ṫ(𝝋cd)�̇�cd, (4)

where matrix T(𝝋cd) defines the transformation from Euler angles derivatives to angular velocities 𝝎cd = T( 𝝋cd)�̇�cd, and
𝝎 = Ree𝝎cd (with Ree the rotation matrix from the robot base to its end-effector).3 By defining M̃r =

(
ReeT(𝝋cd)

)−1Mr and
D̃r = Dr − M̃rReeṪ(𝝋cd), (4) can be written as:

�̇� = M̃
−1
r

(
−D̃r �̇�cd − Kr 𝝋cd

)
. (5)

The formulation resulting from (5), (4), and (3) can be written in a compact form as follows:

ẍimp = −M−1 (D ẋ + K Δx) , (6)

where ẍimp = [ẍt; ẍr] = [p̈; �̇�] is the target acceleration computed by the sensorless Cartesian impedance control. M =
[Mt 0; 0 M̃r], D = [Dt 0; 0 D̃r], K = [Kt 0; 0 Kr] are the sensorless Cartesian impedance mass, damping and stiffness
matrices composed by both the translational and rotational part, and Δx = x − xd = [Δp;𝝋cd]. x is the current robot
end-effector pose vector including both translational and rotational components, while xd is the reference robot
end-effector pose vector including both translational and rotational components. The sensorless Cartesian impedance
control law 𝜸 can then be written as follows:

𝜸 = J(q)−1 (ẍimp − J̇(q, q̇)q̇
)
. (7)

In general, matrix J(q)−1 can be substituted with the pseudo-inverse of the Jacobian matrix J(q)#.50 Substituting (2) in (1),
under the hypothesis that the manipulator dynamics is known (this identification can be performed with state of the art
techniques51), the controlled robot dynamics results in:

q̈ = 𝜸 − B(q)−1J(q)Thext, (8)

where hext = [f,TT(𝝋cd) 𝝁d]T (considering the external forces f and torques 𝝁d—referred to the target frame Rd—acting
on the robot related to the interaction with the environment). The substitution of (7) into (8) leads to:

J(q)q̈ + J̇(q, q̇)q̇ = ẍ = ẍimp − J(q)B(q)−1J(q)Thext, (9)

having ẍ = J(q)q̈ + J̇(q, q̇)q̇ the resulting Cartesian acceleration of the robot end-effector resulting from the implemen-
tation of the proposed sensorless Cartesian impedance controller. Finally, substituting (6) into (9), the controlled robot
dynamics resulting from the design of the sensorless Cartesian impedance control is described by the following equation:

Mẍ + Dẋ + KΔx = −L(q)hext, (10)

where L(q) = MJ(q)B(q)−1J(q)T . The resulting dynamic equation is therefore coupled in the Cartesian DoFs by the matrix
L(q).

2.2 Controller stability

The stability of the designed controller can be evaluated w.r.t. the article aim, that is, considering the compensation of
the joint friction based on the friction modeling parameters optimization. In the following discussion, robot dynamics
modeling errors are considered. In fact, in real applications, it is not possible to perfectly model/identify the real robot
dynamics.

Considering modeling uncertainties in (2), it can be re-written as it follows:

𝝉 = B̂(q)𝜸 + Ĉ(q, q̇) + ĝ(q) + �̂� f (q̇). (11)
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ROVEDA et al. 5749

By substituting (11) into (1) it is possible to obtain:

q̈ = B(q)−1B̂(q)𝜸 − B(q)−1ẽ(q, q̇) − B(q)−1J(q)Thext, (12)

where ẽ(q, q̇) = (C(q, q̇) − Ĉ(q, q̇)) + (g(q) − ĝ(q)) + (𝝉 f (q̇) − �̂� f (q̇)) = C̃(q, q̇) + g̃(q) + �̃� f (q̇) is the uncertainties result-
ing from the robot dynamics compensation in the control action.

By substituting (7) into (12) it is possible to get to:

q̈ = B(q)−1B̂(q)J(q)−1ẍimp − B(q)−1B̂(q)J(q)−1J̇(q, q̇)q̇ − B(q)−1ẽ(q, q̇) − B(q)−1J(q)Thext = F(q, q̇). (13)

By numerical integration, it is possible to compute ẋimp from ẋimp, and ximp from ẋimp. ximp and ẋimp can be projected to
the joint space by means of the inverse kinematics (i.e., computing qimp and q̇imp), while ẍimp can be taken to the joint
space by means of the following expression:

ẍimp = J(qimp)q̈imp + J̇(qimp, q̇)q̇imp, (14)

making it possible to compute q̈imp.
Exploiting linearization techniques, it is possible to linearize the controlled robot dynamics in the current reference

joint position qref and velocity q̇ref :

q̈ = F(q, q̇)|qref ,q̇ref
+

𝜕F(q, q̇)
𝜕q

||||qref ,q̇ref

q +
𝜕F(q, q̇)

𝜕q̇
||||qref ,q̇ref

q̇. (15)

It is thus possible to write the controlled robot dynamics in its state-space form, analyzing the stability of the system
with standard techniques.52 It has to be noted that by properly perform the identification of the robot dynamics, C̃(q, q̇)
and g̃(q)→ 0, and B(q)−1B̂(q) → I. Indeed, the only critical term is �̃� f (q̇), that is, that is related to the ability to properly
compensate the joint friction (that is the aim of this article). By properly compensate for the joint friction, the controlled
robot behavior results in the one shown in (10), resulting in asymptotic stability.3 Due to the fact that 𝝉 f (q̇) is not known
a-priori, the approach proposed in this article allows to experimentally optimize �̂� f (q̇) in order to proper compensate
for the joint friction effects. As it is described in the following, the iterative experimental approach based on Bayesian
optimization allows to implement a methodology combining exploration and exploitation in order to map instabilities in
the control actions, getting to the optimum set of friction parameters and allowing to achieve the optimal compensation
performance.

3 EXTENDED KALMAN FILTER FOR EXTERNAL WRENCH ESTIMATION

In this section, the EKF for interaction wrench estimation is designed. An augmented filter state is defined, which com-
prehends translational and rotational components of position and velocities of the robot, respectively x and ẋ, and the
external interaction wrench hext:

xa = [ẋT , xT ,hT
ext]T . (16)

The augmented filter state xa is then substituted in the interaction dynamics equation (10) to write the state-space
interaction dynamics:

ẋa =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
−M−1D −M−1K −M−1L(q)

1 0 0
0 0 0

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ xa +
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
M−1K

0
0

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ xd = Aspxa + Bspxd, (17)

where Asp is the state-space matrix and Bsp is the input matrix.
To account for the uncertainties in the model, a variable 𝝂a = [𝝂x, 𝝂ẋ, 𝝂hext ] is included in the filter dynamics. The

resulting equations represent the filter dynamics:
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5750 ROVEDA et al.

f(xa, 𝝂a) =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣

ẍ
ẋ

ḣext

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
M−1

(
−Dẋ − Kx − L(q)hext + Kxd + 𝝂x

)
ẋ + M−1𝝂ẋ

𝝂hext

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ , (18)

Therefore, calling x̂a the augmented state estimate, Ca the observation matrix for the robot velocity ẋ and the robot
position x, and KEKF the gain matrix, the EKF is defined as:{

̇̂xa = f(xa, 𝝂a) + KEKF(y − Cax̂a),
ŷ = 𝚽(xa,w),

(19)

where the gain matrix KEKF is computed as follows:

KEKF = PCaR−1. (20)

R represents the measurements noise covariance matrix:

R = HE{wwT}HT = HWHT . (21)

The observation function h linearly maps the sample inaccuracies, due to measurement noise w, through the
matrix H:

H = 𝜕𝚽
𝜕w

||||x̂a

. (22)

The covariance matrix P and its rate:

Ṗ = AaP − PCT
a R−1CaP + Q + PAT

a , (23)

are based on the dynamics of the state and on the model uncertainties. Matrices Aa and Ga are defined, respectively, as:

Aa = 𝜕f
𝜕xa

||||x̂a

; Ga = 𝜕f
𝜕𝝂a

||||x̂a

. (24)

Matrix Q, used for the estimation of the parameters, is defined as:

Q = GaE{𝝂a𝝂
T
a}GT

a = GaVGT
a . (25)

It has to be mentioned that it is possible to neglect the evaluation of the time-derivative ̇L(q) in (24). Instead, q = q
is updated as soon as the values of the Jacobian J(q) and the inertia matrix B(q) are affected by the modifications of the
joint configuration. This assumption is justified by the small change in the joint configuration when the robot interacts
with the environment while performing a task, such as an assembly application, or at least such modification dynamics
is much slower than the dynamics of the interaction. Therefore, (18) can be modified accordingly:

f(xa, 𝝂a) =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣

ẍ
ẋ

ḣext

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
M−1

(
−Dẋ − Kx − L(q)hext + Kxd + 𝝂x

)
ẋ + M−1𝝂ẋ

𝝂hext

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ . (26)

The proposed EKF has been discretized for its implementation and online usage.53

Remark 1. It has to be highlighted that a virtual sensor for external wrench estimation is proposed due to the com-
mon tasks in which compliance control is employed. In fact, Cartesian robot control is generally required for interaction
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ROVEDA et al. 5751

applications, requiring estimating forces and torques acting at the robot end-effector. Therefore, this virtual sensor can
be also adopted for interaction control purposes.54

4 FRICTION COMPENSATION ENHANCED BY BAYESIAN OPTIMIZATION

As defined in (2), the friction torque vector 𝝉 f (q̇) is employed by the robot controller in order to compensate for the
related effects. If friction compensation is not performed, 𝝉 f (q̇) will be present in (10), affecting the control perfor-
mance. In addition, such unmodeled dynamics will also affect the external wrench estimation in (19), resulting in
non-zero forces/torques in free-motion tasks, and estimation errors when the robot interacts with the target environ-
ment. To enhance the usage of compliant controllers, a high-performance friction compensation algorithm is, therefore,
required.

In order to compensate for the friction effects, the modeling of 𝝉 f (q̇) and the tuning of its parameters are needed.
In the following, the adopted friction modeling and its parameters optimization algorithm are described. Operating the
manipulator in free-space, it is possible to exploit the non-zero estimated interaction wrench (to be minimized) for such
an optimization.

The proposed control schema is shown in Figure 2, highlighting the sensorless Cartesian impedance control block,
the EKF block for the estimation of the external wrench, and the BO block for the tuning of the friction compensation
parameters.

4.1 Friction modeling

As mentioned in Section 1.2.2, different friction models are available in the literature. In this work, two different models
are considered for the modeling and compensation of the robot joint friction effects: the Coulomb-viscous model and
the Stribeck friction model. On the one hand, the Coulomb-viscous model has been chosen for its simplicity (i.e., low
number of needed modeling parameters, i.e., 2 parameters). On the other hand, the Stribeck friction model has been
chosen to represent lubricated contacts, that is the case of robot transmission. In addition, the Stribeck friction model

F I G U R E 2 Proposed friction compensation schema highlighting the sensorless Cartesian impedance control block, the EKF block for
the estimation of the external wrench, and the BO block for the tuning of the friction compensation parameters. The Experiment Execution
area highlights the control loop that is activated while performing an iteration (i.e., an experimental trial) of the optimization algorithm.
Between each experimental trial, the optimization is performed and the friction parameters for compensation purposes are updated to
execute the next experiment. Each experimental trial provides to the optimization algorithm the quantities that are needed to compute the
cost function for the update of the friction parameters
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5752 ROVEDA et al.

allows obtaining a more reliable description of the static and low-velocity behaviors. This friction model is, however,
described by a higher number of modeling parameters, that is, 5 parameters. The Coulomb-viscous friction model can be
written as:

𝜏f ,i(q̇(i)) = f1,c(i)q̇(i) + f2,c(i)sign(q̇(i)), (27)

where f1,c(i) is the ith joint viscous friction coefficient and f2,c(i) is the ith joint Coulomb friction torque.
The Stribeck friction model can be written as:

𝜏f ,i(q̇(i)) = f1,s(i)q̇(i) +
(

f2,s(i) + f3,s(i)e−|f4,s(i)q̇(i)|f5,s(i)) sign(q̇(i)), (28)

where f1,s(i) is the ith joint viscous friction coefficient, f2,s(i) is the ith joint Coulomb friction torque, f3,s(i) is the ith joint
difference between the striction torque and the Coulomb friction torque, f4,s(i) is the ith joint inverse of the Stribeck
velocity, and f5,s(i) is the ith joint shaping factor.

The two described models will be implemented and tested for the proposed friction compensation methodology
described in the next sections.

4.2 Cost function definition

In order to optimize the parameters fi,j (with i denoting the ith parameter of the friction model and j the considered
friction model) in 𝝉 f (q̇) for friction compensation purposes, a cost function J has to be defined. The friction effects can
be quantified on the basis of the estimated external wrench ĥext in (19). Indeed, operating the robot in free-space without
friction compensation, non-zero estimated interaction forces/torques are obtained. The magnitude of these signals can
be minimized by tuning the friction parameters fi,j minimizing a properly constructed cost function J. In this article, the
following cost is employed:

J =
6∑

i=1

(
ĥmax

ext,i + ĥmean
ext,i

)
+ Γ, (29)

where ĥmax
ext,i and ĥmean

ext,i are the maximum and the average, respectively, of the absolute value of the ith component of the
estimated external wrench over the execution time T, that is,

ĥmax
ext,i = max

t∈[0, T]
|ĥext,i(t)|, (30)

ĥmean
ext,i = 1

T∫
T

0
|ĥext,i(t)|dt. (31)

In such a way, the cost function J rewards trials showing lower values for the external wrench estimation components.
In fact, the set of parameters fi,j perfectly compensating for the friction effects (ideally) results in zero external wrench
estimation for free-motion tasks.

The term Γ in (29) is introduced to penalize violations of signal constraints, which may reflect safety and hardware
requirements. In this article, the penalty term Γ is defined in terms of a (smooth) barrier function, which penalizes
Cartesian accelerations exceeding a user-defined limit ẍmax (i.e., |ẍi| > ẍmax), trajectories exceeding a maximum Cartesian
position error ē (i.e., |Δxi| > ē), and unstable behaviors. More specifically, the penalty term Γ is defined as:

Γ = 1000 e−𝜉∕T if |ẍi| > ẍmax or |Δxi| > ē or instability, (32)

with 𝜉 ≤ T denoting the time when constraints are violated or an unstable behavior is observed.
It has to be noted that the Cartesian acceleration ẍ is only used by the proposed methodology for the definition

of the penalty function Γ in (32). Such a measurement does not need to be precise since only a threshold function is
defined to compute the penalty Γ. Indeed, as shown in Figure 2, the optimization algorithm takes as an input such a
quantity.
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ROVEDA et al. 5753

4.3 Bayesian optimization

On the basis of the friction modeling in Section 4.1, the cost function J in Section 4.2 defines a metric to tune the
parameters fi,j, that is, the friction compensation gains.

Let us collect all the design parameters in a vector 𝜽. The tuning task thus reduces to the minimization of the cost J(𝜽)
with respect to 𝜽, within a space of admissible values 𝚯. However, a closed-form expression of the cost J as a function of
the design parameter vector 𝜽 is not available. Furthermore, this cost cannot be evaluated through numerical simulations
as the robot dynamics are assumed to be partially unknown. Instead, it is possible to perform experiments on the robot
and measure the cost Ji achieved for a given controller parameter vector 𝜽i, and thus run an optimization algorithm
driven by measurements of J. This peculiar nature of the optimization problem at hand restricts the class of applicable
optimization algorithms. Indeed,

(i) the measured cost Ji consists in a noisy observation of the “true” cost function, namely Ji = J(𝜽i) + ni, with ni
denoting measurement noise and possibly intrinsic process variability;

(ii) no derivative information is available;
(iii) there is no guarantee that the function J(𝜽) is convex;
(iv) function evaluations may require possibly costly and time-consuming experiments on the robot.

Features (i)–(iii) rule out classical gradient-based algorithms and restrict us to the class of gradient-free, global opti-
mization algorithms. Within this class of algorithms, Bayesian optimization (BO) is generally the most efficient in terms
of the number of function evaluations48 and it is thus the most promising approach to deal with (iv).

In BO, the cost J is simultaneously learned and optimized by sequentially performing experiments on the robot.
Specifically, at each iteration i of the algorithm, an experiment is performed for a given controller parameter 𝜽i and the
corresponding cost Ji is measured. Then, all the past parameter-cost observations i = {(𝜽1, J1), (𝜽2, J2), … , (𝜽i, Ji)} are
processed and a new parameter 𝜽i+1 to be tested at the next experiment is computed according to the approach discussed
in the following. Additional details related to the surrogate model, acquisition function, and algorithm outline used for
Bayesian Optimization can be found in Reference 2.

Remark 2. The proposed methodology can be exploited either employing another control strategy (such as position
control). This requires the adaptation of the proposed EKF for the estimation of the external wrench.

Remark 3. The proposed methodology for tuning of model-based friction compensator parameters is effective even for
manipulators adopting joint torque sensors. In fact, the joint friction torque measurements are suitable to replace the
estimated wrench in (29), by substituting the estimated signals with measured signals.

Remark 4. It has to be noted that the adopted robot controller shown in Figure 2 (and stated in (34)) is stable in
the case that the friction is properly compensated (as it is described in Section 2.2 and proven in Reference 3).
In fact, if the friction is not properly compensated (see Section 2.2), the controlled robot might result in unstable
behaviors. Since the compensator parameters are updated at each optimization iteration within the defined domain
(i.e., user-defined range of values for the friction parameters), it is possible that an experimental trial results in an
unstable behavior. Such instabilities are penalized by the defined penalty term Γ in (32). In such a way, the opti-
mization algorithm penalizes the exploration of such areas resulting in instabilities, mapping such unstable regions
of the control actions and guiding the tuning of the compensator to stable and high-performance parameters val-
ues. Therefore, even if instabilities are shown during the optimization process, the algorithm is capable to properly
tune the compensator, mapping the unstable regions of the control actions. After the optimization is concluded,
the optimal set of parameters providing the best control performance is applied to the manipulator for the task
execution.

Remark 5. The proposed experimental approach for the optimization of the joint friction compensator allows to per-
form experiments even in unstable regions of the control actions (as it is also allowed in Reference 2), penalizing such
set of control parameters and mapping such instability regions. In fact, since non-contact experiments are performed
under controlled experimental conditions, even an unstable robot behavior is not critical w.r.t. safety. However, future
work will embed into the Bayesian optimization-based approach stability constraints to reduce the probability of exper-
imental instabilities based on the stability analysis provided in Section 2.2, improving the performance of the proposed
methodology.
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5754 ROVEDA et al.

4.4 Pseudo-code implementation for the proposed BO-based optimization

The pseudo-code showing the implementation of the proposed BO-based optimization is shown in Algorithm 1. The
provided pseudo-code shows how the optimization procedure shown in Figure 2 works.

Algorithm 1. Bayesian optimization for friction compensation

1. generate an initial dataset nin by performing nin experiments with a set of arbitrarily chosen parameters 𝜽j ∈ 𝚯, j =
1…nin:

nin = {(𝜽1, J1), (𝜽2, J2),… , (𝜽nin , Jnin)};

2. for i = nin,nin + 1,… do
(a) train the probabilistic model p(J(𝜽)|i) with the available dataset i;
(b) optimize the acquisition function to determine 𝜽i+1

𝜽i+1 ← arg max
𝚯

(𝜽);

(c) execute an experiment using parameters 𝜽i+1 and measure Ji+1;
(d) augment the dataset:

i+1 ← i ∪ {(𝜽i+1, Ji+1)};

3. exit when termination criterion is met;
4. extract the optimal controller parameters 𝜽i⋆ , with

i⋆ = arg min
i

Ji;

Output: Optimal controller parameters 𝜽i⋆

5 EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION

This section presents the experimental results on the application of the proposed methodology for the optimization of the
friction compensation parameters, employing the FRANKA Emika 7-DoFs manipulator (Figure 1).

5.1 Setup description

The FRANKA Emika manipulator implements a 1-kHz torque control. The proposed sensorless Cartesian impedance
controller (Section 2) and the EKF for wrench estimation (Section 3) have been implemented exploiting the measured
robot end-effector Cartesian pose signals. The Cartesian impedance controller parameters have been imposed as follows:
mass parameters of M have been imposed to 10 kg, the inertia parameters to 10 kg m2; the translational and the rota-
tional parameters of K have been imposed to 2500 N/m and 5000 Nm/rad, respectively; the translational and rotational
parameters of the damping ratio diagonal matrix h have been imposed to 0.75, to compute the damping stiffness matrix
D = 2h

√
MK.

Since the Franka EMIKA panda robot is redundant, its null-space configuration has to be managed. In the pro-
posed robot control implementation, a pure damping behavior is exploited for the null-space configuration management,
damping the null-space motion:

𝝉R = B(q)
((

I − J(q)#J(q)
)
(−Dnq̇)

)
, (33)

where 𝝉R is the null-space control torque, I is the identity matrix, J(q)# is the pseudo-inverse of the Jacobian
matrix, and Dn is the null-space damping diagonal matrix. The term

(
I − J(q)#J(q)

)
is the null-space projection
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ROVEDA et al. 5755

matrix. The term −Dnq̇ allows to damp the null-space motion. The control law (2) is, therefore, modified
as follows:

𝝉 = B(q)𝜸 + C(q, q̇) + g(q) + 𝝉 f (q̇) + 𝝉R. (34)

The control torque 𝝉R acts in the null-space of the manipulator, that is, not affecting the Cartesian motion of the robot.
Indeed, the Cartesian controlled robot behavior in (10) is not affected by this term, together with the proposed estimation
provided by the EKF in Section 3.

Bayesian optimization has been implemented exploiting the C++ limbo.55

5.2 Use case trajectory

The following variable-frequency sinusoidal Cartesian trajectory has been considered to assess the performance of the
proposed approach:

xi(t) = x0
i + Ai cos

(
2𝜋F1,i

(
1 + cos

(
2𝜋F2,it

))
t + 𝜙i

)
, (35)

where i = 1, … , 6 identifies the Cartesian pose component of x, with

F1 = [0.05 0.075 0.05 0.075 0.1 0.1] Hz,

F2 = [0.015 0.015 0.015 0.015 0.015 0.015] Hz,

A = [0.025 m 0.025 m 0.025 m 5◦ 5◦ 5◦],

while 𝝓 is randomly selected. The execution time for the trajectory is T = 30 s.

Remark 6. The chosen trajectory is commonly used for robot dynamics identification.44 In fact, it excites both slow and
fast robot dynamics. In this way, the friction-related parameters can be properly excited.

5.3 EKF performance validation

In order to apply the proposed 6D virtual sensor to quantify the joint friction effects, the estimation provided by
the EKF has to be validated with experiments. For this purpose, a human-robot interaction application has been
considered. The robot is controlled by exploiting the sensorless Cartesian impedance controller in Section 2 with-
out the compensation of joint friction, maintaining a fix setpoint. The human interacts with the manipulator along
its kinematic chain, applying forces and torques. Figure 3 shows the estimated interaction forces f̂ and the esti-
mated interaction torques �̂� versus the measured (obtained exploiting the internal measures provided by the FRANKA
Emika panda robot) interaction forces f and the measured interaction torques 𝝁. As it can be seen from the provided
plots, fast dynamics is achieved. In addition, limited estimation errors are shown. Most of the estimation errors are
shown around zero interaction forces/torques. Such estimation errors are related to joint friction phenomena. The
obtained performance makes the derived EKF to suitable for its usage within the proposed friction compensation
framework.

Remark 7. The EKF gains have been experimentally tuned to maximize the external wrench estimation performance.

5.4 Friction compensation optimization performance evaluation

The performance evaluation of the proposed methodology for friction compensation is shown in this
section.
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5756 ROVEDA et al.

F I G U R E 3 Estimated interaction forces f̂ and torques �̂� (continuous line) versus measured interaction forces f and torques 𝝁 (dashed
line) for the #1 experimental scenario

The proposed BO (Section 4) is executed for 50 iterations (10 initial random iterations for the algorithm initialization,
and 40 optimization iteration). In practice, it is possible to interrupt the tuning procedure as an acceptable performance
is achieved.

By employing the exciting Cartesian trajectory defined in Section 5.2, three different initial robot configurations (i.e.,
three different x0 in (35) to apply the approach in three different workspace positions) have been defined for the experi-
mental tests. Tests are performed 3 times for each initial configuration x0, obtaining comparable results. For the sake of
exposition, only one experimental test for each trajectory will be described.

The proposed methodology has been applied to both Coulomb-viscous and Stribeck friction modeling
as described in Section 4.1. Considering the Coulomb-viscous friction model, the following constraints are
imposed: f1,c(i) ∈ [0, 5] Nm, f2,c(i) ∈ [0, 2.5] Nms/rad. Considering the Stribeck friction model, the following con-
straints are imposed: f1,s(i) ∈ [0, 1.5] Nm, f2,s(i) ∈ [0, 1.5] Nm, f3,s(i) ∈ [0, 1.5] rad/s, f4,s(i) ∈ [0, 10] Nms/rad,
f5,s(i) ∈ [0, 2.5].

Figures 4 and 5 show the evolution of the cost function J and the evolution of the friction parameters (for the second
joint, results are similar for the other joints) over the optimization iterations for the three different initial robot configura-
tions x0, for the Coulomb-viscous friction model and for the Stribeck friction model, respectively. As it can be seen from
both the figures, penalties are shown in the cost function J for the initial random iterations, while better performances
are shown in the optimization iterations. The exploration-exploitation behavior of the BO is shown in the evolution of
the friction models parameters, guaranteeing to balance the exploration and the optimization of the target variables. The
optimum iteration is highlighted in the plots.

Figures 6 and 7 show the estimated wrench (both forces and torques components) during the target trajectory exe-
cution employing the friction compensation (based on the optimized friction parameters highlighted in Figures 4 and
5) and without employing any friction compensation, for the Coulomb-viscous friction model and for the Stribeck fric-
tion model, respectively. As it can be seen from the Figures, the estimated wrench components have a higher magnitude
without employing the friction compensation w.r.t. employing the optimized friction compensation. Therefore, higher
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ROVEDA et al. 5757

Friction compensation optimization results (Coulomb-viscous friction model experiments)

F I G U R E 4 Achieved results for the three tested trajectories: Evolution of the objective function J and its maximum (first column)
versus BO iterations; zoomed evolution of the objective function J and its maximum (second column); evolution of the friction parameters
considering the Coulomb-viscous model for the second robot joint (third and fourth columns)

F I G U R E 5 Achieved results for the three tested trajectories: Evolution of the objective function J and its maximum (first column)
versus BO iterations; zoomed evolution of the objective function J and its maximum (second column); evolution of the friction parameters
for the second robot joint considering the Stribeck model (third, fourth, fifth, sixth, and seventh columns)
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5758 ROVEDA et al.

F I G U R E 6 Estimated external wrench components (forces and torques) with friction compensation employing the optimized
Coulomb-viscous model (continuous line); estimated external wrench components (forces and torques) without friction compensation
(dashed line)

F I G U R E 7 Estimated external wrench components (forces and torques) with friction compensation employing the optimized Stribeck
model (continuous line); estimated external wrench components (forces and torques) without friction compensation (dashed line)

estimation errors are obtained in (19) not compensating the friction torques in (2). The effects of the friction compensation
are more visible at lower excitation frequencies, where the inertia modeling uncertainties have a smaller effect on the
EKF estimation.

Figures 8 and 9 show the commanded Cartesian translational positions of the robot end-effector (i.e., given by (35))
versus the measured translational positions with employing the friction compensation (based on the optimized friction
parameters highlighted in Figures 4 and 5) and without employing any friction compensation, for the Coulomb-viscous
friction model and for the Stribeck friction model, respectively. As it can be seen from the figures, higher tracking
errors are obtained without employing the friction compensation, resulting in the impossibility to properly track the
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ROVEDA et al. 5759

F I G U R E 8 Commanded robot position components x, y, and z (continuous line); measured robot position components x, y, and z with
optimized friction compensation employing the Coulomb-viscous model (dashed line); measured robot position components x, y, and z
without friction compensation (dash-dotted line)

reference motion. Tracking errors are instead reduced employing the optimized friction compensator, capable to reduce
both low-frequency and high-frequency position tracking errors.

Remark 8. The proposed methodology allows us to optimize the friction parameters for the given operating conditions. In
the case that decreasing control performance is observed or (partially) new operating conditions are given, the procedure
can be performed again to optimize the friction compensation. In fact, due to the limited required experimental trials,
this methodology can be quickly run to update the robot controller.

Remark 9. The here proposed methodology can be coupled with the one in Reference 2 to deal with the complete
uncertain robot dynamics modeling and compensation (i.e., tuning the inertia parameters, the control gains, and the
friction parameters together).

5.5 Performance comparison

The proposed friction compensation optimization approach has been compared with the method proposed in Reference
12. The robot configuration 1 has been used for the trajectory implementation, as stated in Section 5.4. The Stribeck
friction modeling has been considered for both methodologies. Figure 10 shows the achieved results of both the
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5760 ROVEDA et al.

F I G U R E 9 Commanded robot position components x, y, and z (continuous line); measured robot position components x, y, and z with
optimized friction compensation employing the Stribeck model (dashed line); measured robot position components x, y, and z without
friction compensation (dash-dotted line)

F I G U R E 10 Commanded robot position components x, y, and z (continuous line); measured robot position components x, y, and z
with optimized friction compensation employing the proposed optimization approach (dashed line); measured robot position components x,
y, and z with optimized friction compensation employing the approach in Reference 12 (dash-dotted line)
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ROVEDA et al. 5761

approaches, taking into consideration the resulting motion after the optimization (i.e., commanded Cartesian position
vs. measured Cartesian position). As it can be highlighted, the proposed optimization method is capable to achieve better
trajectory tracking results (i.e., the measured motion is closer to the commanded motion) w.r.t. the approach in Reference
12. In terms of required iterations, 70 iterations are required by the method in Reference 12 to achieve the obtained results,
that is, requiring more iterations than the ones needed by the optimization procedure proposed in this article. In fact, one
of the main issues of Reference 12 is related to the tuning of its learning gain matrix, resulting in an expensive procedure
(both considering time and required experiments) without any guarantee to achieve high-performance settings.

6 CONCLUSIONS
The here presented paper proposed a methodology to learn local friction compensation controllers. Relying on sensorless
Cartesian impedance control and exploiting a 6D virtual sensor for the estimation of the external wrench (to quantify the
joint friction effects), a Bayesian optimization (BO)-based algorithm has been proposed to optimize the friction compen-
sator parameters. Such an optimization has been performed minimizing the estimated external interaction in free-motion
tasks (i.e., non-zero external wrench estimation is related to friction effects). Tuning the model-based friction compensator
parameters, the BO enhances the impedance control performance, compensating for friction effects. The stability analysis
of the Cartesian impedance controller with robot dynamics compensation (i.e., including the joint friction compensation)
has been provided. Although the proposed BO-based approach allows the exploration of unstable regions of the control
actions, it allows to map such unstable regions to penalize them in the optimization process, achieving the optimum tun-
ing of the joint friction compensator providing stability to the closed-loop controller. The proposed approach has been
validated with experiments, employing a Franka EMIKA panda robot. The effectiveness of the proposed methodology has
been proven, providing a deep analysis of the achieved results, considering the evolution of the optimization parameters,
the estimation of the external wrench, and the executed Cartesian trajectory. Achieved results have been compared with
the ones obtained without the implementation of the friction compensator, to highlight the enhanced performance.

Future work is devoted to adapt the methodology to position-controlled manipulators, developing a 6D virtual sensor
exploiting AI techniques. In addition, an MPC-based methodology will be proposed in order to implement an online
methodology for the optimization of the friction parameters, to consider real-time modifications in the friction modeling
(i.e., due to temperature effects). The here proposed methodology will be combined with the one in Reference 2 in order
to take into account the complete robot modeling for parameters tuning and compensation/control purposes. A switching
friction modeling for compensation purposes is also under investigation in order to combine different friction models
to improve the performance of the compensator. Modifications to the definition of the cost function will be considered
to improve the optimization process, together with including stability constraints in the Bayesian optimization-based
approach in order to improve its performance.
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